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                   Dmaj7
I could roll me a joint

And smoke it up
                    Gmaj7
 Till i can t stand straight any more
                     Dmaj7
I could pour me some wine

And drink it up
                   Gmaj7
 Till everything s spinning around
                    Em
But none of that can take me there
                  A
I m still feeling low
                    Em
But none of this can take me there
                           A
I don t wanna settle for less no more

              D            Am7           Gmaj7
I d rather be high (high), high, high on you (high on you)
              D            Am7           G            Gmaj7
I d rather be high (high), high, high on you (high on you)

                  Dmaj7
I could try to go out and dance all night
         Gmaj7
Wake up next to somebody else
                 Dmaj7
Or i could pop some more pills
                          Gmaj7
Just to feel a rush, to feel my blood run faster
                    Em
But none of that can take me there
                  A
I m still feeling low
                Em
None of this can take me there
                             A
I don t wanna settle for less no more

              D            Am7           Gmaj7
I d rather be high (high), high, high on you (high on you)
              D            Am7           G            Gmaj7
I d rather be high (high), high, high on you (high on you)



                   D                      Am7
 Cause only you can lift me off the ground
                G
Turn my body out
                      Gm                  D     Am7     G            Gmaj7      
F
Make me feel like i m flying high (high), high, high on you (high on you)
             C    Bb             G        F
I don t fuck with artificial remedies
                 C        Bb              G
But I wanna feel you underneath my skin

              D     Am7           Gmaj7
I d rather be high, high, high on you
             D     Am7     Gmaj7
I d rather be high, high on, high on you baby
              D            Am7           Gmaj7
I d rather be high (high), high, high on you (high on you)
              D            Am7           Gmaj7
I d rather be high (high), high, high on you (high on you)

             D
Only you can lift me off the ground
Am7             G
Turn my body out
                      Gm                  D     Am7     Gmaj7
Make me feel like i m flying high (high), high, high on you (high on you) 


